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Big Changes & Updates
New Look for the
Magickal Monthly
Welcome to the fifty ninth
edition of the Forest Witch
Magickal Monthly. Thank you
for signing up to receive
magickal tips, personal and
spiritual development articles,
and updates on new products
and specials.
A warm welcome to our newest
community members! Feel free
to forward this to your friends
and encourage them to join our
community. For suggestions on
topics you'd like to see in upcoming issues, please write to
DianeWing@ForestWitch.com.
The shifting energies of 2012
create changes in many ways.
As I turned my attention to this
month’s issue of the Magickal

Monthly, it felt like it needed a
transformation.

Inside this issue:

I’d love to hear your feedback
on the new format.
Put Forest Witch on your safe
sender's list or address book to
ensure you receive your Magical
Monthly newsletter! Click
Here for Whitelist Instructions.

Credit Card
Purchases
The other important change is
that within the next month,
whenever you purchase products or services from ForestWitch.com, your credit card
receipt will say “Diane Wing
Enterprises.”
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New Formats for
Coven
I’m excited to announce that
my publisher, Loving Healing
Press, has decided to print my
novel, Coven, and make it
available in Kindle, Nook,
Kobo, and paperback editions.
I will let you know when all
the details are finalized.

Special points of interest:
 Gemstone of the Month—
Tiger Eye
 Peaceful Herbs
 Getting in touch with your
dark side

Inner Journey Crui se July 2013
ALL ABOARD!
“Sail into Spirit,” and join The
Psychic Partners on this 7-day
Caribbean adventure on the
Celebrity Summit! For a paradise filled with sun, serenity,
well-being, healing, and good
times, there’s no place like
Bermuda!

Gemstone of the Month

A deposit is needed today to
reserve your seat for the 2013
cruise (that's right - NEXT
YEAR)!
The Inner Journey Cruise features engaging presentations
and workshops with distinguished psychics, healers, Tarot

card readers, metaphysical
teachers, and mediums. Candy
Danzis – Diane Wing –
Rebecca Anne LoCicero –
Becky Cohen—Judy Dingler
For details & to reserve your
stateroom Click Here.

 Tarot not for predicting the
future
 Silence is essential in the
pursuit of mystery
 The transformational energies of Neptune
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Gemstone of the Month—Tiger Eye
Tiger Eye is a solar stone of vitality, practicality and physical action. It helps you take
effective actions in response to the needs
and challenges of physical life while remaining grounded, clam and centered regardless
of the situation.

Excerpts from The Book of Stones by
Simmons & Ahsian

Tiger Eye is the stone of mental clarity; it
stimulates intellect and logic and supports
physical vitality and energy. The stone can
aid in cell respiration and metabolism. It is
strengthening to the endocrine system and
can assist in bringing hormones and biochemistry into balance.

This section of The Magickal Monthly is provided by Gina Struebel, a master wire artist, jewelry designer, teacher, and amateur
rock hound. Gina knows how to match her
clients' vibration to the right piece of jewelry.

Tiger Eye helps those who tend to got to
extremes find equilibrium in their emotional
life. It can help create harmony with different viewpoints, beliefs or approaches to
life. It is excellent in bringing harmony to
families and relationships.

To get this month's featured gemstone, visit
her website at
http://www.twistedandbent.com/
gemstone_of_the_month.html

Quote of the Mo nth
"Ask yourself this: what good is it
when left to bask in too much
to live eternally in the light? One
light. Darkness maintains balance
of light’s aspects is exposing what
within the web of life.
is already known, that which is
“Now let me
obvious and muntell you what
dane. Remember,
was told to me
my clever one,
“Without darkness to balance out the
when I was a
that life forms
light, there can be no natural growth…”
young apprenwither and die
tice. Without

darkness to balance out the light,
there can be no natural growth,
change or transformation. All in
the light is in its perfection. All
that is in the dark is in its perfection as well.
- Timothy Roderick
Dark Moon Mysteries

Forest Wit ch Commenta ry
Many seek the wisdom of the Tarot
and ask questions related to their
future. Will I get married? How
many children will I have? When
will I succeed in my work? There
are many factors that go into these
questions, many of which are up to
the individual asking the question.
Desire alone is insufficient for your

dreams to come true.
make a decision that completely
Your actions have much
changes what the cards indito do with whether or
cated. You create your future
not something maniwith every decision you make
fests. Tarot pulls inforand every action you take...or
mation based on the
don’t take. When in a session,
Tarot cards help you understand
energies present at
use the time to understand
the energies around you.
the time of inquiry.
how you can take control of
You could leave the session and
your future.
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Learning Opportunities
Release Your Inner Magick & Increase
Your Energetic Awareness

NEW!

Live In-depth , in-person [Level I] Tarot
class in Huntingdon Valley, PA
July 14th & 28th, 10 am to 4 pm
Over two consecutive Saturdays, we will do
a deep dive into the secrets of the 78 tarot
cards and reveal methods of getting intuitive information that unveil your unique
way of reading and receiving messages. Join this group of like-minded intuitives and learn how to use the tarot as a
tool of growth and enlightenment.

7-week self-study course available
through Daily Om
"How to Release Your Inner
Magick"
Sign-up Here

Check out the Fall Semester schedule for
Cecil College and get registration information by Clicking HERE
These courses will be available by
convenient teleseminar!

Private Students Welcome!
Contact me at
dianewing@forestwitch.com

Magickal Tip

Click on photo

"Mind has a tendency to talk to
necessary in the growth and life of
itself. This can manifest as ongoing
the soul, be it silence of the self or
chatter framed in words and
silence of the universe of spirit. The
phrases, or in strings of ideas of a
pursuit of mystery requires that simore visual or sometimes abstract
lence be attended, that one’s attennature. ...The pursuit of mystery
tion not flag fro lack of stimulus, that
requires the
pinpoint focus not be
mind to be
scattered by random
still.
appearance of dis“Periods of silence are necessary in the
traction."
growth and life of the soul…”
“...Periods of
- Nema
silence are
The Way of Mystery

Bring Peace Into Yo ur Life
Herbs and colors can go a long way in pulling in the energy of peace and harmony.
The following correspondences are recommended by Scott Cunningham to align with
the vibration of peace: The color blue,
basil, benzoin, cumin seed, gardenia, hyacinth, lilac, magnolia, narcissus, rose, and
tuberose.

Click on photo

You can use essential oils of
these to anoint yourself, your
home, or any other space,
grow them around your
house, or put the oil or dried
herbs on a charcoal disk to
release the fragrance and
energies into your space.
Certain herbs have peaceful properties.

Magickal Events for July:
July 2 - Diane Wing radio interview - Positively Empowered
Radio Show Click Here For Details
July 3 - Full Moon in Capricorn 2:52 pm EDT (Blessing Moon)
Read a new review of Pathways Click Here

July 4 - Independence Day (United States)
July 8 - Celtic Tree Month of Holly begins

"Thank you so much for your help and guidance
over the past year. When I end a reading with you
I am recharged, confident and focused. There is
such a sense of trust and safeness with you that I
become completely open to the process and I feel
that your positive energy and intuitiveness have
helped me in finding my true passion and I look
forward to my journey with you as my coach and
guide.” Blessings to you- Marilyn M., Limerick, PA

July 9 — Diane Wing radio interview—Be The Light Now radio
show — Click Here For Details
July 14 - In-depth Tarot Class Pt. 1 Click Here for Details
July 16 - Diane Wing radio interview - Psychic Partners Radio Show Click Here For Details
July 19 - New Moon Void of Course 12:24 am EDT
July 20 - Ramadan begins
July 22 - Sun enters Leo 6:01 am EDT
July 28 - In-depth Tarot Class Pt. 2 Click Here For Details

Arachne’s Alchemy
This section is dedicated to transformation. Questions are always
welcome and can be emailed to me
at to get a direct reply.
Planetary energies are transformative. This is the final installment of a
10-part series regarding the transformative nature of the planetary energies held within the natal (birth) chart.
The energies of Neptune are calling
me this month. According to Astrology, Karma & Transformation by
Stephen Arroyo, Neptune, transforms
one’s spiritual and/or social ideals.
As we mature, our perspective
changes. We see life differently, we

analyze spiritual
beliefs and modify
them according to
new information
and increased understanding.

ideal? Are you striving toward your
vision or simply wishing for it and not
taking action?

Neptune calls you to evaluate your
spiritual and social ideals and make
modifications where necessary.
With the transforKeep those that still resonate with
mation of
you and let go of those that no
Neptune transforms spiritual and social ideals
our beliefs
longer serve your path. It is
comes a shift
never too late to make changes
in social ideals—what we are willing to
and to decide how to proceed in the
accept from ourselves and others,
most effective way to embody your
what behaviors are aligned with our
ideals, to walk the talk, to exemplify
transformed sensibility.
that which you stand for and hold dear
to your heart. You have the power to
transform your life through the shifting
What is your vision of the world, your
of your conception of the world and
ideal of the potential of your life? Are
your place in it.
you acting in accordance with that

